
CHAPTER 2
Consumer arithmetic 2

2.1 Overview
2.1.1 Introduction
All of us are consumers. Who doesn’t like to
shop sometimes? Since we live in a commercial
world, all consumers should try to understand
the mathematics that is around us, from shop-
ping online to buying shares on the share market.
When buying online or travelling overseas we
need to understand exchange rates so that we
are able to convert between Australian dollars
and foreign currencies. Goods and services tax
(GST) is paid on most items we buy in Australia
and is presently charged at 10%.

When you invest money you will receive inter-
est and when you take out a loan you pay interest.
This interest is calculated as a percentage of
the money invested or borrowed and may be
calculated as simple interest or compound inter-
est. It is helpful to understand the share market
and how dividends are calculated, and whether
a company is a good investment based on its
price-to-earnings ratio.

LEARNING SEQUENCE
2.1 Overview
2.2 Unit cost
2.3 Mark-ups and discounts
2.4 Goods and services tax (GST)
2.5 Profit and loss
2.6 Simple interest
2.7 Compound interest and inflation on costs
2.8 Exchange rates
2.9 Dividends

2.10 Review: exam practice

Fully worked solutions for this chapter are available in the Resources section of your eBookPLUS at
www.jacplus.com.au.
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2.2 Unit cost
2.2.1 Unit cost method
Unit cost means the cost per unit of an item. It can be the price
per litre, per 100mL or per 100g. It is usually used for items
sold by weight or volume. It is useful to compare the prices
of different sized items and to find which item is the best buy.
Supermarkets in Australia are required to show the unit cost on
most products.

It is similar to the process used when simplifying rates. If x
items cost $y, divide the cost by x to find the price of one item.

x items = $y

1 item = $
y
x

WORKED EXAMPLE 1

Calculate the cost per 100 grams of pet food if a 1.25 kg box
costs $7.50.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the cost and the weight. As the final
answer is to be referenced in grams, convert the
weight from kilograms to grams.

Cost: $7.50
Weight: 1.250 kg = 1250 g

2. Find the unit cost for 1 gram by dividing the
cost by the weight.

Unit cost =
7.50
1250

= 0.006

3. Find the cost for 100 g by multiplying the unit
cost by 100.

Cost for 100 g = 0.006 × 100
= 0.60

Therefore the cost per 100 grams is $0.60.

The unit cost method is used to compare the price per unit of items of different sizes. Items must be in the
same units when making comparisons.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2

Three shampoos are sold in the following quantities.
Brand A: 200mL for $5.38
Brand B: 300mL for $5.98
Brand C: 400mL for $8.04
Which shampoo is the best buy?
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THINK WRITE

1. Determine the number of 100 mL units
for each shampoo.

Number of 100 mL units Brand A =
200
100

= 2 units

Number of 100 mL units Brand B =
300
100

= 3 units

Number of 100 mL units Brand C =
400
100

= 4 units

2. Determine the price per unit for each
shampoo.

Price per unit =
Price

100 mL units

Brand A =
5.38

2
= $2.69 per 100 mL

Brand B =
5.98

3
= $1.99 per 100 mL

Brand C =
8.04

4
= $2.01 per 100 mL

So, $1.99 per 100 mL is the lowest unit cost.

3. Answer the question for the best buy. Brand B: 300 mL of shampoo for $5.98 is the
best buy.

Exercise 2.2 Unit cost

1. Products (and services) other than supermarket items can be sold with a unit pricing scheme. Identify
what unit pricing might be used in the following cases.

Petrola. A lawyer’s feeb.

Hotel accommodationc. Lounge room carpetd.

Floor tilinge. Wages at a fast-food restaurantf.

2. Some products are easy to convert to unit prices. Without a calculator, determine the price per
100 grams.

1 kg apples at $3.65a. 500 g laundry powder at $4.50b.

3. Without a calculator, calculate the following prices by first determining the price per 100 grams.
400 g tin of canned peaches at $2.12a. 5 kg potatoes at $6.50b.

4. WE1 Calculate the cost in dollars per 100 grams for:
a 650 g box of cereal costing $6.25a. a 350 g packet of biscuits costing $3.25b.
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5. Calculate the cost in dollars per 100 grams for:

a. a 425 g jar of hazelnut spread costing $3.98
b. a 550 g container of yoghurt costing $3.69.

6. Calculate the cost:
a. per litre if a box of 24 cans that each contains 375 mL

costs $18.00
b. per 100 mL if a 4 litre bottle of cooking oil costs $16.75

7. Calculate the cost:

a. per kilogram if a 250 g pack of cheese slices costs $5.66.
b. per kilogram if a 400 g frozen chicken dinner costs $7.38

8. If 6 avocadoes cost $13.50, determine how much 9 avocadoes cost.
9. WE2 Brand H baked beans sell for $1.86 for 400 grams, while

Brand E are $1.67 for 350 grams. Identify which product has the lower
unit price.

10. MC Liquids are unit priced according to the price per 100 mL (0.1 litre)
instead of per 100 grams. Calculate the unit price of a 1.25 L bottle of
cola that sells for $1.87.

$0.187A. $0.1496B.
$0.1558C. $0.2338D.

11. Complete the following table by calculating the missing entries.

Item Size Selling price
Unit price (per
100 g or 100mL)

a Cheese 450 grams $4.78

b Onions 2.5 kg $0.23

c BBQ sauce 750 g $3.12

d Milk 3 litres $3.12

12. A particular car part is shipped in containers that hold 2054 items. Give answers to the following
questions correct to the nearest cent.
a. If each container costs the receiver $8000, calculate the cost of each item.
b. If the car parts are sold for a profit of 15%, determine how much is charged for each.
c. The shipping company also has smaller containers that cost the receiver $7000, but only hold 1770

items. If the smaller containers are the only ones available, calculate how much the car part seller
must charge to make the same percentage profit.

13. A butcher has the following pre-packed meat specials.

BBQ lamb chops in packs of 12 for $15.50

Porterhouse steaks in packs of 5 for $13.80

Chicken drumsticks in packs of 11 for $11.33

Calculate the price per single unit of each pre-packed meat,
correct to the nearest cent.
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14. Another nearby butcher matched the price of the butcher in question 13 but decided to bundle the three
different meats into packages. Each package has a slightly different composition.

Meat Package 1 Package 2

BBQ lamb chops 2535 grams 2602 grams

Porterhouse steak 1045 grams 1068 grams

Chicken drumsticks 1441 grams 1453 grams

Calculate the price per kilogram for each package correct to the nearest cent.

2.3 Mark-ups and discounts
2.3.1 Mark-ups
A mark-up is an amount or a percentage by which goods or services
are increased. For example, petrol is frequently marked-up.

To calculate the amount after a mark-up:

• sale price (%) = 100% + mark-up (%)
• convert sale price percentage to a decimal
• multiply the original price by this decimal to calculate the sale price.

WORKED EXAMPLE 3

The price of petrol was marked up by 8.8% from the wholesaler to the retailer. If the wholesaler
bought it at 129.5 cents per litre, what is the sale price per litre after the mark-up? Give answer
correct to 2 decimal places.

THINK WRITE

1. Find the total percentage of the sale price including
the mark-up.

Sale price (%) = 100% + 8.8%
= 108.8%

2. Convert 108.8% to a decimal. Sale price (decimal) =
108.8
100

= 1.088

3. Find the sale price by multiplying the original price
by 1.088.

Sale price per litre = 129.5 × 1.088

= 140.896

4. Answer the question, correct to 2 decimal places. The sale price is 140.90 cents per litre.

 When we know the original amount and the sale price and need to find the mark-up as a percentage, we use
the following formula:
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Mark-up = amount of mark-up
original amount

× 100%
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WORKED EXAMPLE 4

Cooper bought Bluetooth speakers for $345 and sold them for $500. What was the percentage
mark-up, correct to the nearest whole number?

THINK WRITE

1. Find the amount of the mark-up. Mark-up = $500 − $345
= $155

2. Write the amount of the mark-up as a fraction of the
original amount.

155
345

3. Find the percentage mark-up by multiplying by 100. Percentage mark-up =
155
345

× 100

= 44.9%
4. Answer the question correct to the nearest whole number. Percentage mark-up was 45%

 2.3.2 Discounts
A discount is an amount of money by which the price of an item is reduced. If expressed as a percentage of
the original price, it is called a percentage discount.

Discount = original price− sale price

Percentage discount = discount
original price

× 100%

WORKED EXAMPLE 5

A Playstation game is discounted from $180 to $126. Calculate the
percentage discount.

THINK WRITE

1. Find the discount in dollars. Discount = Original price − sale price
= $180 − $126
= $54
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Sometimes we are required to find the original price and are given the sale price and the discount, as shown
in Worked example 6.

WORKED EXAMPLE 6

Aamir bought a baseball cap, in a 20% off everything sale, for $16. Determine the original price
of the cap.

THINK WRITE

1. The original percentage is 100%, so a discount of
20% means a sale price of 80%.

(100 − 20) % = 80%
80% of original price = $16

2. Write 80% as a fraction.
80
100

of original price = $16

80
100

= 0.80 or 0.8

3. Divide the sale price of $16 by 0.8. 0.8 of original price = $16

Original price =
$16
0.8

= $20

4. Answer the question. The original price was $20.

 

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 2

Mark-ups and discounts Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 2.3 Mark-ups and discounts

1. WE3 The wholesale price of petrol was marked up by 5.5% from 108 cents
per litre. Calculate the retail price per litre.

2. A transport company adjusts its charges as the price of petrol changes. Calculate
what percentage, correct to two decimal places, do their fuel costs change if the
price per litre of petrol increases from $1.36 to $1.42.

3. The price of jeans was marked up by 20%. If the original price was $99, calculate
the marked up price.

4. WE4 Smoothies were increased from $4.80 to $5.45 at the local cafe.
Calculate the percentage mark-up, correct to the nearest whole number.
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2. Write the formula for the percentage discount. % Discount = discount
original price

× 100%

3. Substitute the values of the discount and the original
price into the formula and evaluate.

% Discount =
54

180
× 100%

= 30%
4. Answer the question. The game was discounted by 30%.
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5. Calculate the percentage mark-up on an item that was originally $108.90
and sold for $185.50. Give answer correct to 2 decimal places.

6. WE5 Determine the percentage discount for each of the following items.
a. A dress, discounted from $80 to $60
b. A watch, discounted from $365 to $185

7. Compare the following. Which is the greatest percentage discount?
a. A clock, discounted from $47 to $34
b. A lamp, discounted from $59 to $42

8. Healthway is promoting health and beauty products with a
discount. For the item price tag shown, calculate:
a. the amount of the discount
b. the percentage discount.

9. WE6 Elijah bought some secondhand school books for $280. He
got them 60% cheaper than if he purchased them new. Calculate
what he would have paid for the books if purchased new.

10. The items shown are from an online electrical store.
Next to each item is the retail price and the online price.
For each item, calculate:

i. the discount amount in dollars when the goods are purchased direct

ii. the percentage discount.

11. A department store announced a 15% discount on every purchase for one day only. Elena decided to use
the opportunity to buy new clothes for her daughter. She bought a dress normally priced at $29, a
3-piece shorts set (normally $30), pants (normally $16), an embroidered top (normally $18) and sandals
(normally $26). Calculate:
a. the total cost of the clothes
b. the amount she paid after the 15% discount was applied
c. the amount of money Elena was able to save on these purchases by shopping on that day.

12. Before the beginning of a winter sale, a shop assistant was asked to reduce the prices of all items in the
store by 12.5%. She calculated the new prices and attached new tags to the goods. At the end of the sale
she was asked to put the old prices back. Unfortunately, the shop assistant had thrown the old tags away
as she did not think she would need them again. She decided to add 12.5% to the sale prices. If the shop
assistant proceeds in this manner, will she get back to the original prices? Explain your answer with
calculations and mathematical reasoning.
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Blends drinks, sauces, grinds coffee,
chops nuts. 12 Month Warranty.
Retail $69.95

MAGIC BLENDER

a

ONLINE PRICE $59.90

Toasted sandwiches to go, Easy clean.
12 Month Warranty.
Retail $59.95

SANDWICH TOASTER

b

ONLINE PRICE $47.00

Light weight, easy glide iron.
12 Month Warranty.
Retail $99.95

TEFLON–BASED IRON

c

ONLINE PRICE $78.95

Your choice of colours, automatic
variable control. 12 Month Warranty.
Retail $49.95

ONLINE PRICE $42.50

RETRO–TOASTER

d
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13. A carpet company offers a trade discount of 12.5% to a builder for supplying the floor coverings on a
new housing estate.
a. If the builder spends $32 250, calculate how much the carpet was before the discount was applied.

Round your answer to the nearest 5 cents.
b. If the builder charges his customers a total of $35 000, calculate the percentage discount they have

received compared to buying direct from the carpet company.
14. The following table shows the mark-ups and discounts applied by a clothing store.

Item Cost price

Normal
retail price
(255%
mark-up)

Standard
discount (12.5%
mark-down of
normal retail
price)

January sale
(32.25%
mark-down of
normal retail
price)

Stocktake sale
(55%
mark-down of
normal retail
price)

Socks $1.85

Shirts $12.35

Trousers $22.25

Skirts $24.45

Jackets $32.05

Ties $5.65

Jumpers $19.95

Use a spreadsheet to answer these questions.
a. What calculation is required in order to determine the stocktake sale price?
b. Enter the information in your spreadsheet and use it to evaluate the normal retail prices and discount

prices for each column as indicated.
c. Calculate the percentage change between the standard discount price and the stocktake sale price of a

jacket.

2.4 Goods and services tax (GST)

WORKED EXAMPLE 7

A cricket bat has a pre-GST price of $127.50. Calculate the GST payable
on the purchase of the bat.

THINK WRITE

Calculate 10% of $127.50. GST payable = 10% of $127.50
= 0.1 × $127.50
= $12.75

The goods and services tax (GST) is a tax added onto most purchases and services. In Australia it is 10%
of the purchase price of an item or service. There are some items and services that are exempt from the GST.
These include fresh food, some educational costs and some medical costs. The tax is collected, as part of the
total price, at the point of sale.

To calculate the amount of GST payable on an item, we simply calculate 10% of the purchase price.
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2.4.1 Calculating GST

Price
without

GST

× 1.1

Price with
GST

included

÷ 1.1

When finding the price of an item with GST included we multiply by
1.1 (110%) and when finding the price excluding GST we divide by
1.1 (110%) as follows:

WORKED EXAMPLE 8

The Besenko family are celebrating the seventh birthday of their daughter,
who wants to visit a local theme park. The pre-tax cost of entry for three
people is $99. Calculate how much the Besenkos have to pay to enter the
theme park, including the GST.

THINK WRITE

1. Calculate 110% of $99. Total cost = 110% of $99
= 1.1 × $99
= $108.90

2. Give a written answer. The cost of entry will be $108.90.

 
WORKED EXAMPLE 9

Calculate the pre-tax price of a car that costs $31 350, including GST.

THINK WRITE

1. Total cost is 110% of the price. 110% = $31 350

2. Price is total cost divided by 1.1. Pre-tax price = $31 350 ÷ 1.1
= $28 500

3. Answer the question. The car’s pre-tax price was $28 500.

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 3 GST Summary screen and practice questions
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Digital document: SkillSHEET Increasing a quantity by a percentage (doc-6902)

Digital document: SkillSHEET Decreasing a quantity by a percentage (doc-5349)

Exercise 2.4 Goods and services tax (GST)

1. WE7 Calculate the GST payable on a book which has a pre-tax price of $35.60.
2. Calculate the GST payable on each of the following items (prices given are pre-tax):

a. a bottle of dishwashing liquid at $2.30
b. a basketball at $68.90
c. a pair of cargo pants at $98.50
d. a bus fare at $1.30.

3. Calculate the GST payable on each of the following items (correct to the nearest cent):
a. a barbecued chicken with a pre-tax price of $7.99
b. a tin of shoe polish with a pre-tax price of $4.81
c. a tin of dog food with a pre-tax price of 93c
d. a pack of toilet rolls with a pre-tax price of $6.25.

4. WE8 A pair of sports shoes that cost $112.50 has the 10% GST added to its cost. Calculate the total cost
of the sports shoes.

5. Calculate the total cost of each of the following items after the 10% GST has been added (prices given are
pre-tax):
a. a football jersey priced at $114.90
b. a CD priced at $29.90
c. a bunch of flowers priced at $14.70
d. a birthday card priced at $4.95.

6. WE9 A restaurant bill totals $108.35, including the
10% GST. Calculate the actual price of the meal before
the GST was added.

7. A bus fare was $2.09, including the 10% GST.
Calculate:
a. the bus fare without the GST
b. how much GST was paid.

8. Austin travels to the USA. In the state of Utah the
VAT is levied at 11%. Calculate what Austin will pay
for four nights accommodation in a hotel which
charges $78.40 per night.

9. Calculate the amount of GST included in an item purchased for a total of:
$34.98a. $586.85b. $56 367.85c. $2.31.d.

10. Two companies are competing for the same job. Company A quotes a total of $5575 inclusive of GST.
Company B quotes $5800 plus GST, but offers a 10% reduction on the total price for payment in cash.
Determine which is the cheaper offer, and by how much.

11. Sachin decides to purchase a new car. The pre-tax cost for the basic model of the car is $30 500. It is an
extra $1200 for an automatic car, an extra $1600 for airconditioning, $1000 for power steering, $600 for
metallic paint and $450 for alloy wheels. Calculate the cost of each of the following cars, after the 10%
GST has been added:

the basic model cara. an automatic car with airconditioningb.
a car with metallic paint and alloy wheelsc. a car with all of the above added extras.d.
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12. A plumber quotes his clients the cost of any parts required
plus $74.50 per hour for his labour, and then adds on the
required GST.

a. Calculate how much he should quote for a job that
requires $250 in parts (excluding GST) and should take
4 hours to complete.

b. If the job ends up being faster than he first thought, and
he ends up charging the client for only 3 hours
labour, calculate the percentage discount on the original
quote this represents.

13. Jules is shopping for groceries and buys the following items.
Bread —$3.30*
Fruit juice —$5.50*
Meat pies — $5.80
Ice-cream — $6.90
Breakfast cereal — $5.00*
Biscuits — $2.90
All prices are listed before GST has been added.
a. The items marked with an asterisk (*) are exempt from

GST. Calculate the total amount of GST Jules has to pay for his shopping.
b. Calculate the additional amount Jules would have to pay if all of the items were eligible for GST.
c. Jules has a voucher that gives him a 10% discount from this shop. Use your answer from part a to

calculate how much Jules pays for his groceries.
14. The Australian government is considering raising the GST tax from 10% to 12.5% in order to raise

funds and cut the budget deficit.
The following shopping bill lists all items exclusive of GST. Calculate the amount by which this

shopping bill would increase if the rise in GST did go through.
Note: GST must be paid on all of the items in this bill.
1 litre of soft drink — $2.80
Large bag of pretzels — $5.30
Frozen lasagne — $6.15
Bottle of shampoo — $7.60
Box of chocolate — $8.35
2 tins of dog food —$1.75 each

2.5 Profit and loss
2.5.1 Calculating profit and loss
When an item is sold for more than it cost, the difference is said to be a
profit. It is customary to express profit as a percentage of the cost price:

Profit = selling price− cost price

Percentage profit = profit
cost price

× 100%

Loss = cost price− selling price

Percentage loss = loss
cost price

× 100%
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WORKED EXAMPLE 10

Calculate the percentage profit on an item that was bought for $30 and later sold for $38.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the cost price (CP) and the selling
price (SP).

CP = $30; SP = $38

2. Write the formula for the profit.
(SP > CP)

Profit = SP − CP

3. Substitute the values of CP and SP into the formula
and evaluate.

Profit = $38 − $30
= $8

4. Write the formula for the percentage profit. Percentage profit =
profit

CP
× 100%

5. Substitute the values of profit and CP into the
formula and evaluate.

Percentage profit =
8
30

× 100%

≈ 26.67%

 
The selling price of an item can be determined if the cost price and profit or loss (x, given as a percentage)

are known. The profit (or loss) can considered as a percentage change of the cost price.

WORKED EXAMPLE 11

Amira buys a watch online for $485 and sells it to her friend at a profit of 35%. Calculate how
much she sold the watch for.

THINK WRITE

1. The selling price % is the sum of the cost price
100% and the profit (x) 35%

Selling price % = (100 + x) % of $485
= (100 + 35) % of $485
= 135%

2. Write 135% as a decimal. 135% =
135
100

= 1.35

3. Using the formula
selling price = cost price × (100 + x) %
Multiply the cost price $485 by 1.35

Selling price = Cost price × 135%
= 485 × 1.35
= $654.75

4. Answer the question Amira sold the watch for $654.75.

For profit: selling price = cost price × (100 + x)%

For loss: selling price = cost price × (100 − x)%

where x is the profit or loss expressed as a percentage.
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To find the cost price of an item, when the selling price and profit or loss (x, given as a percentage) are
known, we use the following:

WORKED EXAMPLE 12

A retailer sells a smartphone for $732, making a profit of 22%. Calculate the wholesale price of the
smartphone.

THINK WRITE

1. The selling price is the sum of the cost price 100%
and the profit (x) 22%.

Selling price = (100 + x) %
= (100 + 22) %
= 122%

2. Write 122% as a decimal. 122% =
122
100

122% = 1.22

3. Using the formula

Cost price =
Selling price

(100 + x)%
divide selling price $732 by 1.22.

Cost price =
Selling price

122%

Cost price =
732
1.22

= 600

4. Answer the question The wholesale price was $600

Calculating percentage change

Exercise 2.5 Profit and loss

1. WE10 Calculate the percentage profit (to 2 decimal places) for each of the following items.

Item Cost price ($) Selling price ($)
a Tracksuit 80 139.95

b T-shirt 16 22.50

c Tennis shoes 49.95 89.95

d Tank top 6 9

Interactivity: (int-6459)

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 4 Profit and loss Summary screen and practice questions

For profit: cost price = selling price
(100 + x)%

For loss: ost price = selling price
(100 − x)%

where x is the profit or loss, expressed as a percentage.

c
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2. Calculate the percentage profit (to 2 decimal places) for each of the following items.

Item Cost price ($) Selling price ($)
a Swimsuit 38 59

b Short socks 2 5.95

c Training pants 20 29

d Tennis skirt 22 36

3. The following goods were sold at a garage sale. Calculate the percentage loss for each of the items,
correct to 2 decimal places.

Item Cost price ($) Selling price ($)
a Cutlery 40 8

b Two bedside lamps 100 22

c Vase 35 5

d Toaster 19.95 1.50

4. Calculate the percentage loss for each item (to 2 decimal places).

Item Cost price ($) Selling price ($)
a Electric kettle 42 6

b Set of golf clubs 150 45

c Set of building blocks 16 4

d Five paperback books by Sydney Sheldon 60 2.50

5. A shopkeeper buys 20 kg of cooking chocolate for $50 and sells it in 500 g packets at $3 each.
Determine the profit made and express it as a percentage of the cost price.

6. Alex had a collection of 5 Betallica CDs, which he purchased over a period of time at $29.95 each.
A friend offered to pay $70 for the whole set. Calculate the loss in dollars and express it as a percentage
of the cost price.

7. WE11 A pair of running shoes is advertised at $140. What does a customer pay if a 25% discount is
applied?

8. A shopkeeper at the Southbank Markets buys sheepskin boots
from the wholesaler at the following prices: children’s sizes — $120
per pair; adults’ sizes — $170 per pair, and extra-large sizes — $190 per
pair. If the shopkeeper wants to make a 20% profit, determine what the
sale price should be for each type.

9. Michael buys a car for $12 000. It depreciates at a rate of $900
per year. If Michael wants his losses to be no more than 30% of the
cost price, determine how many years from the purchase he has to
sell the car.

10. WE12 Hans sells a restaurant for $198 000. He calculates that he has
made a 10% profit on the buying price. Calculate what he paid for
the restaurant originally.
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11. By selling a collection of coins for $177, Igor makes a profit of 18%. Calculate the original cost of the
collection.

12. A retailer has purchased a particular style of jumper which
is proving to be unpopular. After attempting to sell them for
two consecutive seasons, the retailer decides to put them on
sale at $15 each to recover part of the cost. Calculate the
wholesale price of each jumper if the retailer suffers a
40% loss.

13. John paid $50 for a dozen trophies. If he sells them for
$14 each, calculate the percentage profit.

14. P-Mart make 30% on all their sales. If they pay $600 for
a dining suite, calculate what price they should sell it for
to make the desired profit.

2.6 Simple interest
2.6.1 Calculating simple interest
When you invest money you receive interest and when you borrow money you pay interest. Simple interest
is calculated as a percentage of the amount of money invested or borrowed. It remains constant for the term
of the investment or loan.

To calculate simple interest, we use the following formula:

Simple interest = principal × rate
100

× time

• Principal: money to be invested or borrowed, P
• rate: interest rate as a percentage per time period, i
• time: length of time of investment or loan, n.

WORKED EXAMPLE 13

Calculate the amount of simple interest earned on an investment of $4450 that returns 6.5% per
annum for 3 years.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the components of the simple
interest formula.

P = $4450
i = 6.5%
n = 3

2. Substitute the values into the formula
and evaluate the amount of interest.

I = Pin

= 4450 ×
6.5
100

× 3

= 867.75

3. State the answer The amount of simple interest earned is $867.75.
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The amount of an investment is the sum of the initial investment, P, and the simple interest, I.

Amount = principal+ interest
A = P + I

WORKED EXAMPLE 14

$20 000 is invested for 6 years at 7.5% per annum simple interest. Calculate the amount of the
investment after 6 years.

THINK WRITE

1. Amount is the sum of initial investment, principal
and the interest, simple interest.

A = P + I

2. Calculate simple interest using the formula I = Pin I = Pin, P = 20 000, i =
7.5
100

, n = 6

I = 20 000 ×
7.5
100

× 6

I = 9000

3. Find the amount by adding the interest to the
principal.

A = P + I
A = 20 000 + 9000
A = 29 000

4. Answer the question The amount after 6 years is $29 000.

To calculate the principal, rate or time, we transpose the simple interest formula to derive the following
formulas:

To find the time: n = I
Pi

To find the interest rate: i = I
Pn

To find the principal: P = I
in

 

WORKED EXAMPLE 15

Determine how long it will take an investment of $2500 to earn $1100 with a simple interest rate
of 5.5% p.a.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the components of the
simple interest formula.

P = 2500
I = 1100
i = 5.5

2. Substitute the values into the
formula and evaluate for n.

n =
I
Pi

=
1100

2500 × 5.5
100

=
1100
137.5

3. State the answer. It will take 8 years for the investment to earn $1100.
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Interest rates, i, are usually stated in terms of a yearly rate, per annum. However, it is very common for
interest to be calculated quarterly, monthly, weekly or even daily.

For example, a bank may have a yearly interest rate of 6% per annum, but if interest is calculated weekly,
the rate is 6

52 = 0.11539% per week.
If i is the rate per annum, we can convert to different time periods as follows:

• Quarterly:
i
4

• Monthly:
i

12

• Weekly:
i

52
The interest rate, i, and the time period, n, must be calculated in the same time periods.
For example, 6% per annum for 2 years, with interest calculated monthly, becomes 0.5% per month

( 6
12 = 0.5) for 24 months.

WORKED EXAMPLE 16

Calculate the simple interest calculated on a loan of $665 for 3 years at 7% p.a. calculated
quarterly.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the components of the simple interest
formula, I = Pin

P = $665

i = 7%per annum
n = 3 years

2. Interest is calculated quarterly, so find the interest
rate per quarter.

7% =
7
4
= 1.75%

Interest rate per quarter

3. Calculate the number of quarters in 3 years. 3 × 4 = 12 quarters

4. Use simple interest formula to calculate interest for
3 years

I = Pin

= 665 ×
1.75
100

× 12

= 139.65

5. Answer the question
Note: the simple interest after 3 years will be the
same if calculated yearly, quarterly or daily.

The simple interest is $139.65

 

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 5 Simple interest Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 2.6 Simple interest

1. WE13 Calculate the simple interest earned on the following investments of:
$2575, returning 8.25% per annum for 4 yearsa. $12 250, returning 5.15% per annum for 6 1

2 yearsb.

$43 500, returning 12.325% per annum for 8
years and 3 months

c. $103 995, returning 2.015% per annum for 105
months.

d.
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2. WE14 Calculate the amount of the investment, at simple interest, on:
a. $500, after returning 3.55% per annum for 3 years
b. $2054, after returning 4.22% per annum for 7 3

4 years
c. $3500, after returning 11.025% per annum for 9 years and 3 months
d. $10 201, after returning 1.008% per annum for 63 months.

3. WE15 Determine how long it will take an investment of:
a. $675 to earn $216 with a simple interest rate of 3.2% p.a.
b. $1000 to earn $850 with a simple interest rate of 4.25% p.a.
c. $5000 to earn $2100 with a simple interest rate of 5.25% p.a.
d. $2500 to earn $775 with a simple interest rate of 7.75% p.a.

4. a. If $2000 earns $590 in 5 years, calculate the simple interest rate.
b. If $1800 earns $648 in 3 years, calculate the simple interest rate.
c. If $408 is earned in 6 years with a simple interest rate of 4.25%, calculate how much was invested.
d. If $3750 is earned in 12 years with a simple interest rate of 3.125%, calculate how much was invested.

5. WE16 Calculate the simple interest, for each of the following, if interest is calculated monthly:
a. a $8000 loan that is charged simple interest at a rate of 12.25% p.a. for 3 years
b. a $23 000 loan that is charged simple interest at a rate of 15.35% p.a. for 6 years
c. a $21 050 loan that is charged simple interest at a rate of 11.734% p.a. for 6.25 years
d. a $33 224 loan that is charged simple interest at a rate of 23.105% p.a. for 54 months.

6. Calculate how much simple interest is paid on each of the
following if invested for 4 years:
a. $1224 at 3.6% p.a. calculated yearly
b. $955 at 6.024% p.a. calculated monthly
c. $2445.50 at 4.8% p.a. calculated yearly
d. $13 728.34 at 9.612% p.a. calculated yearly.

7. A savings account with a minimum monthly balance of
$800 earns $3.60 interest in a month. Calculate the annual
rate of simple interest.

8. $25 000 is invested for 5 years in an account that pays
6.36% p.a. simple interest.
a. Determine how much interest is earned each year.
b. Determine what will be the value of the investment after 5 years.
c. If the money was reinvested for a further 2 years, calculate what simple interest rate would result in

the investment amounting to $35 000 by the end of that time.
9. Rohan invests $1000 at a simple interest rate of 4.5% p.a. and Ria invests $800 at a simple interest rate

of 8.8%. Use a spreadsheet to calculate when Ria’s investment will be greater than Rohan’s investment.
Give your answer correct to the nearest year.

10. A borrower has to pay 7.8% p.a. simple interest on a 6-year loan. If the total interest paid is $3744:
a. calculate how much was borrowed
b. calculate what the repayments are if they have to be made fortnightly.

11. $19 245 is invested in a fund that pays a simple interest rate of 7.8% p.a. for 42 months.
a. Calculate how much simple interest is earned on this investment.
b. The investor considers an alternative investment with a bank that offers a simple interest rate of

0.625% per month for the first 2.5 years and 0.665% per month after that. Determine which is the
best investment.
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12. A bank offers a simple interest loan of $35 000 with monthly repayments of $545.
a. Calculate what the rate of simple interest is if the loan is paid in full in 15 years.
b. After 5 years of payments the bank offers to reduce the total time of the loan to 12 years if the

monthly payments are increased to $650. Calculate how much interest would be paid over the life of
the loan under this arrangement.

c. Calculate the average rate of simple interest over the 12 years under the new arrangement.
13. $100 is invested in an account that earns $28 of simple interest in 8 months.

a. Evaluate the annual rate of simple interest.
b. Calculate the amount of interest that would have been earned in the 8 months if the annual interest

rate was increased by 0.75%.
14. A bank account pays simple interest at a rate of 7.2% p.a. calculated daily.

a. Determine the daily rate of interest.
b. The account was opened with a deposit of $250 on 1 July, and regular deposits of $350 were made

every month for the following 6 months. Use a spreadsheet to calculate the interest payable after
6 months.

2.7 Compound interest and inflation on costs
2.7.1 Compound interest
Simple interest is calculated on the original investment or loan and is a constant amount for the duration of the
investment or loan. However, compound interest is calculated on the amount plus interest from the previous
time period. Sometimes this is expressed as earning interest on interest. Compound interest is not constant as
it changes for every period of the investment or loan.

For example, consider an investment of $5000 that earns 5% p.a. compounding annually. At the end of the
first year, the interest amounts to 5

100 ×5000 = $250, so the total investment will become $5250. At the end of
the second year, the interest now amounts to 5

100 ×5250 = $262.50. As time progresses, the amount of interest
becomes larger at each calculation. In contrast, a simple interest rate calculation on this balance would be a
constant, unchanging amount of $250 each year.

2.7.2 The compound interest formula
To find the final amount, A, of a compound interest investment or loan, we use the following formula:

A = P (1+ i)n

whereA is the final amount, P is the principal, i is the rate of interest per period and n is the number
of compounding periods.

To find the compound interest, I, we subtract the initial investment or loan, P, from the final amount, A, as
follows:

Interest = Amount − Principal

I = A − P
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WORKED EXAMPLE 17

Use the compound interest formula to calculate the amount of interest on an investment of $2500
at 3.5% p.a. compounded annually for 4 years, correct to the nearest cent.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the components of the compound
interest formula, A = P (1 + i)n

P = 2500
i = 3.5%
n = 4

2. Substitute the values into the formula and
evaluate the amount of the investment.

A = P (1 + i)n

= 2500 1 +
3.5
100

4

= 2868.81 (to 2 decimal places)
3. Subtract the principal from the final amount

of the investment to calculate the interest.
I = A − P
= 2868.81 − 2500
= 368.81

4. State the answer. The amount of compound interest is $368.81.

 

WORKED EXAMPLE 18

Use the compound interest formula to calculate the amount of interest accumulated on $1735
at 7.2% p.a. for 4 years if the compounding occurs monthly. Give your answer correct to the
nearest cent.

THINK WRITE

1. Identify the components of the compound interest
formula, A = P (1 + i)n.

P = $1735
i = 7.2% per annum
n = 4 years

2. Interest is calculated monthly so find the interest
rate per month.

7.2% =
7.2
12

= 0.6%

3. Determine the number of months in 4 years. 4 × 12 = 48 months

4. Use the compound interest formula to calculate total
amount after 4 years, using r = 0.6% and n = 48
months.

A = P (1 + i)n

A = 1735(1 +
0.6
100)

48

A = 2312.08

5. Find the compound interest by subtracting the
principal from the amount.

I = A − P
I = 2312.08 − 1735
I = 577.08

6. Answer the question. The compound interest is $577.10

( )
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2.7.3 Inflation on costs
Inflation is a measure of how an economy is performing over
a period of time. It is an increase in the price of goods and ser-
vices and a decrease in the value of our money. Inflation is a
rate that is expressed as a percentage and in Australia is called
the consumer price index (CPI).

The compound interest formula is used to calculate the future
cost of an item due to inflation.

WORKED EXAMPLE 19

An investment property is purchased for $300 000 and is sold 3 years later for $320 000. If the
average annual inflation is 2.5% p.a., determine if this has been a profitable investment.

THINK WRITE

1. Recall that inflation is an application of compound
interest and identify the components of the formula.

P = 300 000
i = 2.5%
n = 3

2. Substitute the values into the formula and evaluate
the amount.

A = P (1 + i)n

= 300 000 (1 +
2.5
100)

3

= 323 067.19 (to 2 decimal places)
3. Compare the inflated amount to the selling price. Inflated amount: $323 067.19

Selling price: $320 000

4. State the answer. This has not been a profitable
investment, as the selling price is less
than the inflated purchase price.

 

Interactivity: Simple and compound interest (int-6265)

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 6

Compound interest and inflation Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 2.7 Compound interest and inflation on costs

Unless otherwise directed, where appropriate give all answers to the following questions correct to 2 decimal
places or the nearest cent.
1. WE17 Use the compound interest formula to calculate the amount of compound interest on an

investment of:
$4655 at 4.55% p.a. for 3 yearsa. $12 344 at 6.35% p.a. for 6 yearsb.
$3465 at 2.015% p.a. for 8 yearsc. $365 000 at 7.65% p.a. for 20 years.d.
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2. WE18 Use the compound interest formula to calculate the final amount for:
a. $675 at 2.42% p.a. for 2 years compounding weekly
b. $4235 at 6.43% p.a. for 3 years compounding quarterly
c. $85 276 at 8.14% p.a. for 4 years compounding fortnightly
d. $53 412 at 4.329% p.a. for 1 year compounding daily.

3. Use the compound interest formula to calculate the principal required to yield a final amount of:
a. $15 000 after compounding at a rate of 5.25% p.a. for 8 years
b. $22 500 after compounding at a rate of 7.15% p.a. for 10 years
c. $1000 after compounding at a rate of 1.25% p.a. for 2 years
d. $80 000 after compounding at a rate of 6.18% p.a. for 15 years.

4. WE19 An investment property was purchased for
$325 000 and sold 5 years later for $370 000. If the
average annual inflation is 2.73% p.a., decide if this
has been a profitable investment.

5. A business is purchased for $180 000 and is sold 2 years
later for $200 000. If the annual average inflation is
1.8% p.a., determine if a real profit has been made.

6. An $8000 investment earns 7.8% p.a. compound interest
over 3 years. Calculate how much interest is earned if
the amount is compounded:

annuallya. monthlyb.

weeklyc. daily.d.

7. Shivani is given $5000 by her grandparents on the condition that she invests it for at least 3 years. Her
parents help her to find the best investment options and come up with the following choices.
i. A local business promising a return of 3.5% compounded annually, with an additional 2% bonus on

the total sum paid at the end of the 3-year period
ii. A building society paying a fixed interest rate of 4.3% compounded monthly
iii. A venture capitalist company guaranteeing a return of 3.9% compounded daily

a. Calculate the expected return after 3 years for each of the options.
b. Assuming each option is equally secure, decide where Shivani should invest her money.

8. The costs of manufacturing a smart watch decrease by 10% each year.
a. If the watch initially retails at $200 and the makers decrease the price in line

with the manufacturing costs, calculate how much it will cost at the end of the
first 3 years.

b. Inflation is at a steady rate of 3% over each of these years, and the price of the
watch also rises with the rate of inflation. Recalculate the cost of the watch for
each of the 3 years according to inflation. (Note: Apply the manufacturing cost
decrease before the inflation price increase.)

9. a. Use a spreadsheet to compare $1000 compounding annually with compounding
quarterly at a rate of 12% p.a. for 5 years.

b. Determine the effect of compounding at more regular intervals during the year.
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10. Francisco is a purchaser of fine art, and his two favourite pieces are a
sculpture he purchased 17 years ago for $12 000 and a series of prints he
purchased 9 years ago for $17 000.
a. If inflation averaged 3.3% for the period between when he bought the

sculpture and when he bought the prints, which item cost more
in real terms?

b. The value of the sculpture has appreciated at a rate of 7.5% since
it was purchased, and the value of the prints has appreciated at a rate
of 6.8% since they were purchased. Calculate how much they are both worth.
Round your answers correct to the nearest dollar.

2.8 Exchange rates
2.8.1 Foreign currency
When travelling overseas or buying online from overseas companies,
we need to exchange or convert Australian dollars (AUD or A$) to the
foreign currency. Exchange rates are the amount at which one currency
can be exchanged for another currency. These rates change daily, and
are published in the financial section of newspapers and reported in the
news. For example, one Australian dollar is typically equivalent to:

Currency Symbol Exchange rate

Canadian dollar, CAD $ 0.9643

European euro, EUR € 0.6416

Hong Kong dollar, HKD $ 5.9146

Japanese yen, JPY ¥ 85.28

Malaysian ringgit, MYR RM 3.1527

New Zealand dollar, NZD $ 1.1067

Thai baht, THB 24.89

UK pound sterling, GBP £ 0.5725

US dollar, USD $ 0.7574

To convert from Australian dollars to a foreign currency, we use:

Foreign currency = AUD × exchange rate
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WORKED EXAMPLE 20

Convert A$500 to Malaysian ringgit.

THINK WRITE

1. Use the table to find the exchange rate for $1
converted to RM.

A$1 = RM3.1527

2. Multiply by 500 to determine the value of A$500. 3.1527 × 500 = 1576.35

3. Write the answer 1576.35 ringgit or RM1576.35

To convert to Australian dollars from a foreign currency, we use:

WORKED EXAMPLE 21

Convert €415 to Australian dollars.

THINK WRITE

1. Use the table to find the
exchange rate for €1
converted into AUD.

A$1 = €0.6416

2. Divide by 0.6416.
415

0.6416
= 646.82

3. Write the answer. A$646.80

Exercise 2.8 Exchange rates

1. WE20 Convert A$35 to Thai baht.
2. Convert each of the following, given in Australian dollars:

a. $390 to US dollars
b. $5000 to British pounds sterling
c. $950 to Thai baht
d. $34 000 to Hong Kong dollars.

3. WE21 Convert RM3896 to Australian dollars

AUD =
foreign currency
exchange rate

 

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 7 Exchange rates Summary screen and practice questions
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4. Calculate how much you would receive in Australian dollars, if you exchange:
US$4500a. 880b. £3500c. ¥700.d.

5. Shae is going on an overseas trip and has budgeted to spend A$800 in each country she visits. How
much foreign currency can she spend in each of the following countries?

Italya. Japanb. Scotlandc. USAd.

6. Emily buys a pair of boots online from Italy for €200, with
free delivery. Calculate how much this is in Australian dollars.

7. Hiromi is on exchange with a family in Sydney and has
¥45 800 to spend. Calculate how much this is in Australian dollars.

8. Michael is going hiking in New Zealand and gets a
travelcard loaded with NZ$1090. Calculate how much it
costs him in Australian dollars if he has to pay A$20 for
the card.

9. Determine the amount in Australian dollars, to the nearest
cent, to buy:
a. a bottle of Coke in San Francisco for $8
b. a bowl of noodles in Tokyo for ¥600
c. a watch in Madrid for €540
d. a ticket to the theatre in London for £30.

10. Harry plans to visit Tokyo on business. He changes A$800 into
Japanese yen.
a. Calculate how much he receives in yen.
b. If he spends ¥50 000 in Tokyo, calculate how many yen he has left.
c. On return to Australia, Harry changes his leftover yen to Australian

dollars. Calculate how much he will have in dollars.
11. Holly travels to Germany. She changes A$660 into European euro.

a. Calculate how many euros she has.
b. When Holly is in Germany she spends 220 euros. Calculate how

many euros she has left.
c. If she changes these back to Australian dollars, calculate how much

she will she have.
12. During an economic crisis in 1998, Indonesia experienced severe

inflation. In one week, on Monday, A$1 would have bought
9500 rupiah whereas on Thursday A$1 would have bought
10 900 rupiah. On holidays in Indonesia at this time, Joel exchanged A$120 and paid for a camera on
Monday. Calculate how much would be have saved if he had waited to make the transaction on
Thursday (assuming the marked price did not change). Give your answer in Australian dollars.

2.9 Dividends
2.9.1 Shareholders and investing
A dividend is a payment that a company makes to
its shareholders for investing in their company. This
means that shareholders own part of the company.
When the company makes a profit, the shareholders
are paid a percentage of this profit, which is called a
dividend. Shares can be bought and sold on the share
market or the stock exchange.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 22

Shane owns 350 shares in Waves Surf Company. There is a total of 7000 shares in the company.
Calculate the percentage of the company Shane owns.

THINK WRITE

1. Find the fraction of the company that Shane owns. % ownership =
350

7000
× 100

2. Multiply by 100 to convert to a percentage. = 5%
3. Answer the question. Shane owns 5% of the company.

WORKED EXAMPLE 23

A company wishes to raise 1 million dollars by selling 25 000 new shares. Calculate the starting
value of each share.

THINK WRITE

1. Since the total money to be raised is $1 000 000 and
there are 25 000 shares, divide to find the starting
value of each share.

Starting value =
1 000 000

25 000

= $40

2. Answer the question. The starting price of each share is $40.

A dividend can be calculated in one of the following ways:
1. the number of dollars paid per share
2. a percentage of the price of the shares, called a dividend yield.

2.9.2 Dividend paid per share

To calculate a dividend, the profit shared is divided by the total number of shares in the company.

Dividend = profit
total number of shares

WORKED EXAMPLE 24

Calculate the dividend payable for a company with 2 500 000 shares when $525 000 of its annual
profit is distributed to the shareholders.

THINK WRITE

1. Divide the profit by the number of shares. Dividend =
525 000

2 500 000
= $0.21

2. State the final answer. The dividend payable will be 21 cents
per share.
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2.9.3 Dividend yield
Shares in different companies can vary drastically in price, from cents up to hundreds of dollars for a single
share. As a company becomes more successful the share price will rise, and as a company becomes less
successful the share price will fall.

An important factor that investors look at when deciding where to invest is the percentage dividend (also
known as dividend yield) of a company. The dividend yield is calculated by dividing the dividend per share
by the share price per share.

Dividend yield = dividend per share
share price per share

× 100%

WORKED EXAMPLE 25

Calculate the dividend yield of a share that costs $13.45 with a dividend per share of $0.45. Give
your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

THINK WRITE

1. To determine the dividend yield, divide the dividend
per share by the price of a share.

Dividend yield =
0.45
13.45

2. Express the result as a percentage. = 3.3457%, 0.03457…× 100

3. Round your answer to 2 decimal places and state the
answer.

= 3.35% (to 2 decimal places)
The dividend yield per share is 3.35%.

 2.9.4 The price-to-earnings ratio
The price-to-earnings ratio (P/E ratio) refers to the market price of a company’s share price divided by its
earnings or profit per share. It gives an indication of how much shares cost per dollar of profit earned. The
higher the price-to-earnings ratio, the more you have to invest for each dollar of profit.

The formula to calculate price-to-earnings ratio is:

Price-to-earnings ratio = market price per share
annual earnings per share

WORKED EXAMPLE 26

Calculate the price-to-earnings ratio for a company whose shares are $12.75 per share and give an
annual earning per share of $1.50.

THINK WRITE

1. Substitute share price per share of $12.75 and
annual earnings per share of $1.50 into the formula:

market price per share
annual earnings per share

Price-to-earnings ratio =
12.75
1.5

= 8.5

2. Answer the question. Price-to-earnings ratio is 8.5
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Interactivity: Shares and currency (int-6460)

Units 1 & 2 Area 1 Sequence 2 Concept 8 Dividends Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 2.9 Dividends

1. WE22 Nola owns 5000 shares in the company Click Dotcom. There are 240 000 shares in the company.
Calculuate the percentage of Click Dotcom Nola owns. Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

2. WE23 A company wishes to raise $20 million by selling 400 000 new shares. Calculate the starting
value of each share.

3. MC A company has 340 000 shares worth $5.89 each. Calculate the total value of the shares.
$2 002 600A. $2 000 260B. $57 724C. $20 026 000D.

4. Complete the following table:

5. WE24 Calculate the dividend payable per share for a company with:
a. 32 220 600 shares, when $1 995 000 of its annual profit is distributed to the shareholders
b. 44 676 211 shares, when $5 966 000 of its annual profit is distributed to the shareholders

6. Determine how many shares are in a company that
declares a dividend of:
a. 28.6 cents per share when $1 045 600 of its annual

profit is distributed.
b. $2.34 per share when $3 265 340 of its annual profit

is distributed.
c. $16.62 per share when $9 853 000 of its annual profit

is distributed.
d. $34.95 per share when $15 020 960 of its annual

profit is distributed.
7. WE25 Calculate the dividend yields of the

following shares.
a. A share price of $14.60 with a dividend of 93 cents
b. A share price of $22.34 with a dividend of 87 cents
c. A share price of $45.50 with a dividend of $2.34
d. A share price of $33.41 with a dividend of $2.88
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Number of shares Single share price Total value of shares

a $36.16 $4 520 000

b 35 500 $27.56

c 789 500 $3 503 562

d 205 500 $2.05
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8. MC Alexandra is having trouble deciding which of the following companies to invest in. She wants to
choose the company with the highest dividend yield. Calculate the dividend yield for each company to
find out which Alexandra should choose.
A. A clothing company with a share price of $9.45 and a dividend of 45 cents
B. A mining company with a share price of $53.20 and a dividend of $1.55
C. A financial company with a share price of $33.47 and a dividend of $1.22
D. A technology company with a share price of $7.22 and a dividend of 41 cents

9. WE26 Calculate the price-to-earnings ratio for a company with:
a. a current share price of $12.50 per share and an annual earning of 25 cents per share
b. a current share price of $43.25 per share and an annual earning of $1.24 per share
c. a current share price of $79.92 per share and an annual earning of $3.32 per share
d. a current share price of $116.46 per share and an annual earning of $7.64 per share.

10. Calculate the earnings per share for a company with:
a. a price-to-earnings ratio of 25.5 and a current share price of $8.75
b. a price-to-earnings ratio of 20.3 and a current share price of $24.35
c. a price-to-earnings ratio of 12.2 and a current share price of $10.10
d. a price-to-earnings ratio of 26 and a current share price of $102.

11. The details of two companies are shown in the following table.

Company Share price Net profit Total shares

Company A $34.50 $8 600 000 6 500 000

Company B $1.48 $1 224 000 5 550 000

a. Calculate the dividend per share payable for shareholders in each company if each of the companies
re-invests 12.5% of the net profit.

b. Calculate the price-to-earnings ratio for each company. Remember earnings are also referred to as
profit.

c. If a shareholder has 500 shares in Company A and 1000 shares in Company B, calculate how much
they will receive from their dividends.

d. Which company represents the best investment?
12. The share price of a mining company over several years is shown in the following table.

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Share price $44.50 $39.80 $41.20 $31.80 $29.60

Dividend per share $1.73 $3.25 $2.74 $3.15 $3.42

a. If there are a total of 10 000 000 shares in the
company, and 35% of the net profit was
reinvested each year, use a spreadsheet or other
technology to calculate the net profit for each
of the years listed.

b. Determine the price-to-earnings ratios for each
of the years listed.

c. Determine which was the best year to purchase
shares in the company.
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2.10 Review: exam practice
A summary of this chapter is available in the Resources section of your eBookPLUS at www.jacplus.com.au.

Simple familiar
1. MC The unit cost (per gram) of a 120 gram tube of toothpaste sold for $3.70 is:

$32.43A. $0.03B. $0.44C. $0.05D.
2. MC A 1.25 L bottle of soft drink costs $1.25. With the annual inflation rate over the next 4 years

expected to be 4%, the bottle will cost:
$1.54A. $6.00B. $1.75C. $1.46D.

3. MC If the price of petrol increased from 118.4 cents to 130.9 cents, the percentage change is:
10.6%A. 9.5%B. 90%C. 1.1%D.

4. MC A basketball ring is sold for $28.50. If this represents a 24% reduction from the recommended
retail price (RRP), the original price was:

$90.25A. $118.75B. $52.50C. $37.50D.
5. MC A tradesman offers a 6.8% discount for customers who pay in cash. Calculate how much a

customer would pay if they paid their bill of $244 in cash.
$16.59A. $218.48B. $227.41C. $261.59D. $237.20E.

6. MC When the simple interest formula is transposed to find i, determine the correct formula:

i = IPnA. i =
Pn
PnI

B. i = nC. i =
I
Pn

D.

7. MC David buys a skateboard online for US$190. If the exchange rate is A$1 for US$0.7574, calculate
how much he pays in Australian dollars, to the nearest cent.

$143.90A. $250.85B. $190C. $250.86D.
8. MC The price-to-earnings ratio for a company with a share price of $2.40 and a profit of 87 cents per

share is:
2.09A. 2.76B. 0.03C. 3.27D.

9. MC Determine which of the following companies has the lowest share price.
A. Company A with a price-to-earnings ratio of 10.4 and a profit of $1.87 per share
B. Company B with a price-to-earnings ratio of 28.1 and a profit of 36 cents per share
C. Company C with a price-to-earnings ratio of 14.8 and a profit of 79 cents per share
D. Company D with a price-to-earnings ratio of 35.75 and a profit of 97 cents per share

10. MC Determine the principal, to the nearest $100, to be invested for 6 years at 8% per annum,
compounded bi-annually, and giving a final amount of $15 000:

$24 500A. $9 400B. $11 000C. $900D.
11. For each of the following, calculate the unit price for the quantity shown in brackets.

a. 750 g of Weetbix for $4.99 (per 100 g)
b. $16.80 for 900 g of jelly beans (per 100 g)
c. $4.50 for 1.5 L of milk (per 100 mL)
d. $126.95 for 15 L of paint (per L)

12. Determine the amount of GST included in the price or needing to be added to the price for the following
amounts.
a. $45.50 with GST included
b. $109.00 plus GST
c. $448.75 with GST included
d. $13.25 plus GST
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Complex familiar
13. Determine the unknown variable for each of the following.

a. Calculate the amount of simple interest earned on an investment of $4500 that returns 6.87% per
annum for 5.5 years.

b. Determine how long it will take an investment of $1260 to earn $350 with a simple interest rate of
4.08%.

c. Calculate the simple interest rate on an investment that earns $645 in 3 years when the initial
principal was $5300.

d. Calculate the monthly repayments for a $6250 loan that is charged simple interest at a rate of 9.32%
per annum for 7.25 years.

14. Use the compound interest formula to calculate:
a. The interest on an investment of $3655 at 6.54% per annum for 2.5 years
b. How much $478 will amount to after 10 years if invested at 2.27% per annum
c. The interest on an investment of $3550 at 5% per annum in 3 years compounded quarterly
d. The principal required to yield a final amount of $22 000 after compounding at a rate of 11.2% per

annum for 15 years
15. Sophie purchased an investment property for $250 000, and 4 years later she sold the property for

$275 000. Given the average annual inflation was 2.82% per annum, determine if this has been a
profitable investment for Sophie.

16. Use a spreadsheet to calculate the price-to-earnings for each of the following companies shown in this
table.

Company Company A Company B Company C Company D Company E

Currency Australian dollars US dollars European euros Chinese yuan Indian rupees

Share price $23.35 $26.80 €16.20 ¥133.5

Profit per share $1.46 $1.69 €0.94 ¥8.7

Complex unfamiliar

17. John is comparing different brands of lollies at the local supermarket. A packet of
Brand A lollies costs $7.25 and weighs 250 g. A packet of Brand B lollies weighs
1.2 kg and costs $22.50.
a. Decide which brand is the best value for money. Provide mathematical evidence

to support your answer.
b. If the more expensive brand was to reconsider their price, calculate the price for

their lollies that would match the unit price of the cheaper brand.
18. Four years ago a business was for sale at $130 000. Amanda and Callan had the money

to purchase the business but missed out at the auction. Four years later the business is
again for sale, but now at $185 000.
a. Determine the percentage increase in the price over the 4 years.
b. Amanda and Callan will now need to borrow the increase in the price amount. Calculate how much

interest they will have to pay on a loan compounded annually over 5 years with a rate of 12.75%.
19. Adam purchased 1600 shares in a company that recently announced it had achieved an annual profit of

$890 500. The company has 200 000 shareholders.
a. Determine the dividend payable to Adam.
b. He originally purchased the shares for $2.17 each. Calculate the dividend yield of the value of the

shares.
c. Adam decides to reinvest the dividend payment in a compound interest account at 14.4% p.a.

compounded weekly. Calculate how much interest he will earn if he invests for 1.5 years.
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20. Tayla is planning to backpack around Australia in a year and estimates that she needs $1400 for the trip.
She has already saved $1095 and is considering the following investments to help her reach her target:

Option A:
Invest at a rate of 9.85% p.a. simple interest.

a. Determine how much interest Tayla will earn on this investment in one year.
Option B:
Open a Super-Saver investment account that pays 9.55% p.a. compounded daily.

b. Determine how much interest Tayla will earn on this investment in one year.
c. Tayla chooses Option B. After one year of this investment she realises that she doesn’t have enough

money so she borrows some money from her parents. She re-invests the original savings, interest
earned in part b and the money she borrowed for another 12 months at the same rate.
Calculate how much she must borrow from her parents.
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Answers
Chapter 2 Consumer arithmetic 2
Exercise 2.2 Unit cost
1. a. per litre b. per hour c. per day

d. per square metre e. per square metre f. per hour

2. a. $0.37 b. $0.90

3. a. $0.53 b. $0.13

4. a. $0.96 b. $0.93

5. a. $0.94 b. $0.67

6. a. $2 per litre b. $0.42 per 100 mL

7. a. $22.64 per kg b. $18.45 per kg

8. $20.25

9. Brand H

10. B

11.

Item Size Selling price
Unit price

(per 100 g or 100mL)

Cheese 450 g $4.78 $1.06

Onions 2.5kg $5.75 $0.23

BBQ sauce 750 g $3.12 $0.42

Milk 3 litres $3.12 $0.10

12. a. $3.89 b. $4.47 c. $4.54

13. BBQ lamb chops: $1.29
Porterhouse steak: $2.76
Chicken drumsticks: $1.03

14. Package 1: $16.18/kg
Package 2: $15.86/kg

Exercise 2.3 Mark-ups and discounts
1. 113.94 cents

2. 4.41%

3. $118.80

4. 14%
5. 70.34%
6. a. 25% b. 49.3%
7. a. 27.7%

b. 28.8%, so b is the greatest discount

8. a. $50 b. 50.25%
9. $700

10. i. a. $10.05
b. $12.95
c. $21.00
d. $7.45

ii. a. 14.37%
b. 21.60%
c. 21.01%
d. 14.91%

11. a. $119 b. $101.15 c. $17.85

12. No, as the 12.5% is calculated from different amounts. For example, a $60.00 item reduced by 12.5% ($7.50) is $52.50. A
$52.50 item increased by 12.5% ($6.56) is $59.06.

13. a. $36 857.15 b. 5.04%
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14. a. Normal retail price × 0.45

c. 48.57%

Exercise 2.4 Goods and services tax (GST)
1. $3.56

2. a. $0.23 b. $6.89 c. $9.85 d. $0.13

3. a. 80c b. 48c c. 9c d. 63c

4. $123.75

5. a. $126.39 b. $32.89 c. $16.17 d. $5.45

6. $98.70

7. a. $1.90 b. $0.19

8. $348.10

9. a. $3.18 b. $53.35 c. $5124.35 d. $0.21

10. Company A by $167

11. a. $33 550 b. $36 630 c. $34 705 d. $38 885

12. a. $602.80 b. 13.59%
13. a. $1.56 b. $1.38 c. $27.86

14. $0.84

Exercise 2.5 Profit and loss
1. a. 74.94% b. 40.63% c. 80.08% d. 50%
2. a. 55.26% b. 197.5% c. 45% d. 63.64%
3. a. 80% b. 78% c. 85.71% d. 92.48%
4. a. 85.71% b. 70% c. 75% d. 95.83%
5. $70, 140%
6. $79.75; 53.26%
7. $105

8. Children’s price: $144, adult’s price: $204, extra-large: $228

9. 4 years

10. $180 000

11. $150

12. $25

13. 236%
14. $780

Exercise 2.6 Simple interest
1. a. $849.75 b. $4100.69 c. $44 231.34 d. $18 335.62

2. a. $553.25 b. $2725.76 c. $7069.34 d. $10 740.84
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b.

Item
Cost
price

Normal retail
price (255%
mark-up)

Standard discount
(12.5% mark-down
of normal retail

price)

January sale
(32.25% mark-down
of normal retail

price)

Stocktake sale
(55% mark-down
of normal retail

price)

Socks $1.85 $6.57 $5.75 $4.45 $2.96

Shirts $12.35 $43.84 $38.36 $29.70 $19.73

Trousers $22.25 $78.99 $69.12 $53.52 $35.55

Skirts $24.45 $86.80 $75.95 $58.81 $39.06

Jackets $32.05 $113.78 $99.56 $77.09 $51.20

Ties $5.65 $20.06 $17.55 $13.59 $9.03

Jumpers $19.95 $70.82 $61.97 $47.98 $31.87
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3. a. 10 years b. 20 years c. 8 years d. 4 years

4. a. 5.9% b. 12% c. $1600 d. $10 000

5. a. $2939.99 b. $21 183.10 c. $15 437.50 d. $34 543.80

6. a. $176.26 b. $230.12 c. $469.54 d. $5278.27

7. 5.4%
8. a. $1590 b. $32 950 c. 3.11%
9. In the 8th year

10. a. $8000 b. $75.28

11. a. $5253.89
b. The first investment at 7.8%

12. a. 12.02% b. $52 300 c. 12.45%
13. a. 42% b. $28.50

14. a. 0.02% b. $41.33

Exercise 2.7 Compound interest and inflation on costs
1. a. $664.76 b. $5515.98 c. $599.58 d. $1 229 312.85

2. a. $708.47 b. $5128.17 c. $118 035.38 d. $55 774.84

3. a. $9961.26 b. $11 278.70 c. $975.46 d. $32 542.40

4. Yes, but only marginally. A profit of $1851.73 was made.

5. Yes, a profit of $6538.32 has been made

6. a. $2021.80 b. $2101.50 c. $2107.38 d. $2108.90

7. a. i. $5654.46 ii. $5690.54 iii. $5620.87
b. The building society

8. a. $145.80
b. Year 1: $185.40, Year 2: $171.86, Year 3: $159.32

9. a. Compounding annually Compounding quarterly

Year Amount Quarter Amount

1 $1000.00 1 $1000.00

2 $1030.00

3 $1060.90

4 $1092.73

2 $1120.00 5 $1125.51

6 $1159.27

7 $1194.05

8 $1229.87

3 $1254.40 9 $1266.77

10 $1304.77

11 $1343.92

12 $1384.23

4 $1404.93 13 $1425.76

14 $1468.53

15 $1512.59

16 $1557.97

5 $1573.52 17 $1604.71

18 $1652.85

19 $1702.43

20 $1753.51

b. Compounding at more regular intervals pays more interest.
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10. a. The prints ($17 000) cost more than the sculpture ($16 072.50) in real terms.
b. Sculpture was worth $41 032. Prints were worth $28 775.

Exercise 2.8 Exchange rates
1. 871.15

2. a. US$295.39 b. £2862.50 c. 23 646 d. HK$201 096

3. A$1235.77

4. a. A$5941.38 b. A$40.20 c. A$6113.54 d. A$8

5. a. €513.28 b. ¥68 224 c. £458 d. US$605.92

6. $311.72

7. $537.05

8. A$1004.91

9. a. $10.56 b. $7.04 c. $841.65 d. $52.40

10. a. ¥68 224 b. ¥18 224 c. A$213.70

11. a. €423.46 b. €203.46 c. $317.11

12. A$15.41

Exercise 2.9 Dividends
1. 2.08%
2. $50 per share

3. A

4. a. 125 000 b. $978 380 c. $4.44 d. $421 275

5. a. $0.06 b. $0.13

6. a. 3 655 944 shares b. 1 395 444 shares c. 592 840 shares d. 429 784 shares

7. a. 6.37% b. 3.89% c. 5.14% d. 8.62%
8. D

9. a. 50 b. 34.9 c. 24.1 d. 15.2
10. a. 34 cents/share b. $1.20/share c. 83 cents/share d. $3.92/share

11. a. Company A: $1.16; Company B: $0.19 b. Company A: 29.74; Company B: 7.79
c. $770 d. Company B

12. a, b
Year Net profit Price- to-earnings ratio

2012 $26 615 384.62 25.72

2013 $50 000 000.00 12.25

2014 $42 153 846.15 15.04

2015 $48 461 538.46 10.10

2016 $52 615 384.62 8.65

c. 2016

2.10 Review: exam practice

1. B

2. D

3. A

4. D

5. C

6. D

7. D

8. B

9. B

10. B

BÝ
BÝ
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11. a. $0.67 b. $1.88 c. $0.30 d. $8.46

12. a. $4.14 b. $10.90 c. $40.79 d. $1.33

13. a. $1700.33 b. 7 years c. 4.06% d. $120.38

14. a. $627.22 b. $598.29 c. $570.68 d. $4475.60

15. She made a loss of $4415.44 when inflation is taken into account.

16.
Company Currency Share price Profit per share P/E Ratio

Company A AU Dollars $23.35 $1.46 15.99

Company B US Dollars $26.80 $1.69 15.86

Company C European Euros €16.20 €0.94 17.23

Company D Chinese Yuan ¥133.50 ¥8.70 15.34

Company E Indian Rupees 1, 288.00 65.50 19.66

17. a. Brand B ($1.88 compared to $2.90 per 100 g) b. $4.70

18. a. 42.3% b. $45 218

19. a. $7120 b. 205.07% c. $1714.53

20. a. $107.86 b. $109.71 c. $67.79

` `
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